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In this paper we discuss two sequential procedures developed for analysis of simulation 
output data in performance evaluation of satellite communication protocols. The proce
dures automatically control the length of the simulation run until the required accuracy of 
results is achieved. Because the experiments revealed relatively short initial transient 
periods in simulated processes, each procedure tries additionally to determine the actu
allength of the warm-up periods, to discard possibly small number of initial output 
data that do not represent steady state. 
Numerical results are presented to compare the quality of the procedures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic discrete event simulation is generally recognized as a versatile and useful tool in perform
ance evaluation of data communication systems, but using this method of performance evaluation we 
have to bear in mind the random nature of output data from any such simulation experiment and 
apply proper statistical analysis of the collected observations. Otherwise, " ... computer runs yield a 
mass of data but this mass may turn into a mess ... " and " .. .instead of an expensive simulation 
model, a toss of coin had better be used ... " [13]. 

In a research project conducted at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch , New Zealand, it 
was planned to evaluate the performance of various multiple access protocols for satellite commu
nication , assuming diverse traffic patterns. This raised a need for simulation studies of steady state 
performance of communication systems under different protocols, both to get results in analytically 
intractable cases and to validate results obtained using various analytical approximations. 

The correlated nature of observations collected during simulation runs requires special techniques of 
data collection andlor analysis to determine the variance, which is needed in calculations of confi
dence intervals (see [4] or [23] for a survey). The regenerative approach was excluded from consid
eration because of generally insufficient information about regeneration points in the analyzed sys
tems with unkown dynamic behavior, possible saturation points and instabilities below 100% of 
utilization, etc. Thus, what we needed was a sequential procedure to determine the length of the ini
tial transient period ( to stan collecting observations when the initial transient is over), and to stop 
the simulation run when results reach the required (statistical) accuracy. Our concern was efficiency 
of experiments: how to get results with the required accuracy in a possibly short time. A few diffe
rent sequential procedures have been recently proposed, see e.g. [1], [5], [10], [14] and [19], but 
none of them has exactly corresponded to our needs. In particular they do not try to determine a more 
accurate length for the initial transient period, usually simply deleting a significant, arbitrarily chosen 
number of initial obseIVations. Two procedures proposed" by us are discussed in Sec.2. In both of 
them observations are collected during single simulation runs and, for simplicity, we assume here 
that a single parameter is estimated; that is the mean delay (the mean time spent in the system by a 
message). In Sec.3 we present communication protocols chosen for testing behavior of the proce
dures, and discuss numerical results of these tests. 

2. SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT DATA 

Sequential analysis of output data in steady state simulation is primarily used for control of simula
tion run length, to get results with the required statistical accuracy. It means that the width of the con
fidence interval of an estimated parameter is compared against the assumed requirements at consecu-
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tive checkpoints of the simulation experiment, and a decision is made either to stop the simulation if 
the required accuracy is reached, or to continue the simulation for collecting the next portion of 
observations, unless the maximum allowed length of simulation run has been reached, ptherwise. 

Confidence intervals for estimated parameters can be calculated if their variances are known. In the 
cases con~idered here, we have to estimate the variance of the estimated mean delay characterizing 
each analysed satellite communication protocol. The fact that obsetvations from simulation are corre
lated forces us to apply special methods to estimate the variance. The procedures considered below 
represent two different, well known approaches to the problem: 
Procedure A : the variance is estimated taking into account correlations among observation~, and 
Procedw-e B: statistical dependencies among analysed data are weakened by grouping observations 
into batches and replacing the analysis of individual observations by the analysis of batch means. 

Additionally, to ensure that steady state estimators of the system's parameters are unbiased, we 
should calculate them only from observations typical for steady state. Thus we have to determine the 
length of the initial transient period, i.e., a time td after which steady state analysis can be com-
menced. All nd observations gathered untilld should be discarded. Estimation of nd can be effi
ciently done in a sequential way, checking stationarity of the observed process at specially chosen 
checkpoin ts. 

Thus, both the procedures of sequential analysis of simulation data presented here consist of two 
parts: 
the first, in which the length of ini6al transient period is calculated, and 
the second, in which the length of the simulation run is sequentially controlled, until the required 
accuracy of estimators is reached, or the time of the simulation experiment is exhausted. 

The simulation can be stopped during the first part of the procedure if the length of initial transient 
exceeds an assumed limit length of this pericxl . 

2.1. Length of Initial Transient Pericxl 

To shorten the initial transient period we started all simulation experiments from empty-and-idle 
conditions, following the recommendations of Kelton and Law [11]. A rough, frrst approximation 
of the number nd(O) of initial observations that should be discarded can be obtained applying one of 
the heuristic rules surveyed in [16]. We can apply, e.g., a simple rule that the initial transient is over 
when collected observations become evenly spread around their mean value. In our experiments we 
used a rule proposed by Fishman [6]: the transient period is over when the sequence of collected 
observations (in our case: delays of messages) has k times crossed the running value of the estimated 
parameter (here: the running value of the me@) delay). Following Gafarian et a1. [7] we have as
sumed k=25, since even then we have frequently got an underestimated value of td- We have inten-
tionally not applied a more sophisticated rule to find td (or nd(O) ), preferring to test it and to 
correct it sequentiaUy applying a statistical stationarity test [17], [18]. It appears to be a sufficiently 
effective way of minimizing the number of discarded observations. 

We have applied a statistical test described in [18, p.1173], with the level of significance (3=0.1. 
Sequences tested for stationarity contain nt =200 observations each, c.f. [17] and [10]. If the frrst 
testing does not confrrm stationarity of the sequence, the next checkpoints are scheduled d obser-

vations apart, , d ~ nt . In experiments we assumed d=50, the value of order of nd(O) in most of 
investigated cases. 

Thus, each time d observations are discarded and d new observations are added to the tested 
sequence. This is continued until stationarity of the tested sequence is confinned unless the sequence 
exceeds nd,max ' the allowed maximum length of the initial transient period. 

The main numerical problem of this part of the procedure is an estimation of the variance of the 
tested sequence, assuming that it is a stationary process. The tested sequence of (correlated) obser
vations can be. either stationary or non-stationary. TO improve the situation a little, we estimate the 
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variance from the second half of the tested sequence. Several techniques have been proposed for esti
mation of variance from dependent time series. We have applied the spectral method described in [8]. 
Alternative techniques are discussed e.g. in [17] and [6, table 32]. Summing up, this part of each 
procedure uses the following parameters: 

nmax - the allowed maximum length of simulation run ( to be selected ); 
nd,max - the allowed maximum length of the initial transient period 

( default value: nd,max = 0.5 nmax ); 
nt - the length of sequence tested for stationarity ( default value: nt = 200 ); 
d - the step length in sequential testing of stationarity (default value: d = 50 ); 

(3 - the significance level of the stationarity test ( default value: p = 0.1 ) 

2.2. Statistical Analysis of Steady State 

The steady state analysis commences from the observation nd + 1. The accuracy of estimators is 

measured by so-called relative precision E, defined as 

(1) 

n 

where X(nd,n) = L Xi /(n-nd) (2) 
i=nd+1 

is the running mean of observations xnd' xnd+ 1 , ... , xn and mx - the exact, theoretical mean value of 

the estimated parameter ( the mean delay in steady state). We have to specify the required relative 

precision Emax of the final result and its confidence level I-a, O<a<l. Then the accuracy of esti-

mators can be sequentially checked at consecutive checkpoints nk, k=l ,2, ... , nk ~ nmax, by com

paring the half width of the current confidence interval ~nk-nd,a with Emax * 1 X(nd,nk) I. This is 

continued until the required accuracy is reached or nk ~ nmax. In the latter case the required 
accuracy cannot be reached during the allowed length of the simulation run. Both procedures, in 
addition to nmax use the following parameters: 

nd - the end of the initial transient period (from the fust part of procedures); 

I-a - the assumed confidence level of results (default value: a = 0.1); 

Emax - the allowed worst relative precision of final results, 0 < Emax < 1 

(default value: Emax = 0.1). 

Procedure A (Confidence intervals of correlated output data ). Instead of storing many individual 
(correlated) observations, we have followed an approach proposed in [8], and we have summed 
individual observations within batches of size 2b, b=O,I,2, ... , keeping at least L ( but not more than 
2L) such batch means in a buffer. Each time the buffer is full, the batch size is doubled and 2L data 
items in the buffer are consolidated into L data items. Following [9] we have assumed L=100. As it 
has been mentioned, the statistical accuracy of the running mean is checked sequentialIr. at check
points nk, that are here exponentially distributed over (nmax - nd) observations: nk = p.5 nk-IJ, 

k=2, 3, ... , with the fust checkpoint after n 1 =lO.2(nmax - nd) J observations ( counting from nd ). 
At each checkpoint we take the last 100 batched data items to estimate the variance using spectral 
analysis [8] and then calculate the half width of the confidence interval of the estimated mean delay. 

Procedure B ( Confidence intervals of uncorrelated batch means ). This method tries to weaken serial 
correlation of individual observations by grouping them into larger batches and reasoning that means 
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of such batches should be less correlated ( or even uncorrelated). If a suitable batch size is fQund, 
the standard method of variance (and confidence interval) analysis for independent variables can be 
used. Several methods to fmd such a batch size have been proposed. We adopted the method pro
posed in [1], since the processes considered have revealed serial correlations oscillating around zero 
(as a function of the batch size). To find the proper batch size we sequentially check the autocorrela
tion of lag 1 to 5, taking 60 batches of size hi = i.bo. The reference data, batches of size bo=20, are 
kept in a buffer, and new batch means are added there successively, when they are needed. 

Having found the batch size m* such that the batch means can be considered as uncorrelated, we 
determine the variance and the confidence interval of the estimator using all 60 batches of size m*. 

If the precision of the estimator is smaller than Emax' then the simulation experiment is stopped. 
Otherwise, we successively increase by one the number of analysed batches of size m*, and repeat 
the analysis of accuracy unless the required precision is reached or the allowed length of simulation 
run expires. Additionally, for even numbers of batches, we also check the statistical precision of the 
estimator temporarily consolidating k batches of size m* into k/2 batches of size 2m*, c.f. [20]. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We analysed the mean delays of messages in satellite communication systems, operating under 
various communication protocols and used for diverse applications, ranging from interactive 
inquiry-response communication to transferring long files. Of many versions of protocols studied in 
the research project, see [2] and [3], we have chosen three protocols to illustrate the perfonnance of 
sequential procedures presented in Sec. 2. All three protocols are used for transmitting data packets 
of equal, standard length. Thus any longer message gives rise to a number of packets that are then 
transmitted independently through communication channels and assembled again in the message at 
the destination site. The delay of a message is measured from the time when the message is gene
rated by a user to the time that the last of its packets arrives at its destination. . 

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) Protocol is a popular communication protocol that offers 
any user a fixed, synchronous access to a communication channel, regardless of his/her current 
needs. In the case of M users the time in the communication channel is divided into frames of L slots 
each, L=M. A station (user) which has a message to transmit has to wait for the beginning of the slot 
assigned to it, to send one packet. 

R-TDMA Protocol (TDMA Protocol with Reservation) is an example of so-called explicit reservation 
protocols, in which users reserve slots for their future use by sending special reservation packets. 
The channel time is divided into frames, that are composed of L data slots, L<M, and M short reser
vation slots, where M - the number of users. Reservation slots are permanently assigned to particular 
users but data slots are not. To send a data packet, the user has to send the reservation packet first. 
One time order in which reservation packets of different users appear in the system determines the 
order in which these users queue for consecutive data slots within frames. 

SRUC (Split Reservation Upon Collision) Protocol combines the well-known Slotted-Aloha' proto
col, in which all users vie for each time slot in the communication channel, with TDMA-Reservation 
protocol. The communication system operates under Slotted-Aloha protocol as long as no collision 
of data packets is detected. When a collision occurs, the system starts to operate as under the TDMA 
-Reservation protocol. The system switches back to Slotted-Aloha when the queue of reservations is 
emptied. 

Detailed description of these protocols and their theoretical models can be found in [2], [21] and 
[22]. To evaluate the sequential procedures, presented in Sec. 2, .in simulation studies of the proto
cols we have assumed for simplicity a uniform traffic model generated by M users (Poisson s~ams 
of messages; lengths of messages governed by a geometrical distribution). 

IDMA protocol can be theoretically analysed in detail. Thus, this protocol has been used to test the 
accuracy of simulation studies. The quality of the procedures has been measured by so-called 
coverage, which is the frequency with which the (1-a) confidence intervals determined by a se
quential p~ocedure contain an exactly known parameter. For the other two protocols presented here, 
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IDMA-Reservation and SRUC, only approximate results are known, for a unifonn traffic generated 
by all sources, see [2] and [22]. In such cases simulation studies are usually considered as more 
reliable, and are used to test approximated models. · _ 

The numerical results of testing the procedures are presented in the tables below. We have selected 
three traffic situations. In all of them a population of M=50 users (stations) is assumed. In the 
IDMA-Reservation protocol L=10, and the reservation slot is 10 times shorter than a data slot. 

Case A: channel utilisation = 0.2, the mean message length = 1 packet; 

Case B: channel utilisation = 0.5, the mean message length = 1 packet; 

Case C: channefutilisation = 0.25, the mean message length = 5 packets. 

Each result is the average of SO experiments that were repeated using independent sequences of 
(pseudo)random numbers. To compare the sequential procedures each simulation experiment was 
repeated two times, once for the procedure A and once for the procedure B. 

In all simulation experiments we required the final results to have the relative precision of at least 
0.1, at the confidence level 0.9. At almost all stopping points the relative precision was much lower, 
usually 0.05 or less. 

The results have revealed that in the considered class of communication protocols the initial transient 
periods are much shorter than in typical queueing processes, c.f. [12]. Testing our procedures for 
M/M/l queueing systems we have found that in low and moderate traffic region the initial transient 
period for an M/M/l queueing system was usually at least twice as long as that for a communica
tion protocol. It justifies our decision to estimate the length of initial transient; instead of discarding a 
fixed number of observations, e.g. 500 observations as in [10], or even 5000 as in [1]. Another 
specific feature of the simulated processes is that they required much shorter simulation runs, if 
compared with those required e.g. by M/M/I queueing systems, c.f. [10]. This is true especially in 
the case of the procedure_ A. 

Confidence intervals produced by the procedure B were usually narrower and contained within the 
confidence intervals produced by the procedure A. But the results presented in table 2 suggest that 
the'procedure A is better, since it is characterised by a coverage much closer to the assumed confi
dence level than that of the procedure B. Similar conclusions are obtained from simulation studies 
of TDMA protocol assuming a mixed type of traffic generated by users. Other results, such as the 
final half width, and the length of simulation run, do not particularly favour either of these 
procedures. Either of them can be better, giving sometimes narrower confidence intervals, or 
achieving the required precision in a shorter time. 

Results from simulation studies of TDMA-Reservation and SRUC protocols are given in table 3 
and 4. Without testing the coverage one could choose procedure B, as producing results with 
narrower confidence intervals. The relative deviations between experimental and theoretical 
(approximate) results, for both protocols, were usually between 5% and 10%. These deviations can 
be quite significant, if results from simulation are additionally biased by a low real confidence level, 
i.e., by low coverage of results produced by the chosen procedure of analysis. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented two sequential procedures that were developed for output data analysis in simu
lation studies of a class of communication protocols. Only the preliminary studies have revealed that 
the procedure estimating confidence intervals directly from correlated output data is the better one in 
the considered applications, producing results with better coverage. 

Generally, the quality of a sequential procedure seems to be application-related, depending on 
dynamic behaviour of the simulation systems, the nature of correlations in the observed processes, 
etc. Full automation of meaningful run control of simulation experiments, without wasting computer 
time and memory, requires different sequential procedures in different areas of applications. 
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Table 1. Resul1S for TDMA PJOt)Col 

Procedure A Procedure B 
Initial Simulation Relative Initial Simulation Relative 

Tre.n3ient Run Half Transient Run Half 
CASE Length Length Width Length Length Width 

A. 125 7239 0.049 125 5150 0.010 

B 117 7944 0.053 117 8231 0.009 

C 89 46435 0.054 89 5989 0.025 

Table 2 _ Coverage for lDMA Simulations 

Case Procedure A Procedure B 

A. 0.880 0.698 
B 0.861 0.743 
C 0.846 0.757 

Table 3 • Results for TDMA Reservation 

Procedure A Procedure B 
Initial Simulation Relative Initial Simulation Relative 

Transient Run Half Transient Run Half 
CASE Length Length Width Length Length Width 

A. 105 1387 0.056 105 9055 0.019 

B 110 1860 0.051 110 12290 0.026 

C 122 12403 0.053 122 7988 0.052 

Table 4 _ Results for SRUC 

Procedure A Procedure B 
Initial Simulation Relative Initial Simulation Relative 

'I"re.n3ient Run Half Transient Run Half 
CASE Length Length Width Length Length Width 

A. 90 1577 0.055 90 6738 0.0033 

B 120 2074 0.051 120 12290 0.0038 

C 123 17039 0.055 123 7474 0.0098 
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